There are secrets all around the slopes of Whistler and Blackcomb—a magical castle and tree fort hidden in the woods, play areas, training zones with special powers, and forests where magical snowflakes fall. These secret places are all around—you just need to know where to look.

Gizmo is well, no one is really sure. One thing is for sure though, he knows how to have a good time and make people laugh, even if it's at his own expense. He's not afraid to try something new, it's all in good fun and that's how he gets better. He loves going into the glades, where he always seems to find the best line through the bumps and jumps. In fact, some of his best friends think he has magical powers. Gizmo is all about going all out on the mountain every day of the season; he's all about having fun and riding every nook and cranny at Whistler Blackcomb.
Bart is the up for a good time bear, not even hibernation can slow him down. He only recently slapped on a pair of skis for the first time, but he loves it and can be found having a blast on the slopes outside his cave. When he’s not practicing and getting better on the hill, he can be found in the village giving out free bear hugs and chowing down on Bearie Stew, a homemade dish made with berries, honey, pine cones and leftover poutine. Right now his favourite run is Bear Cub on Whistler, but he’s working up the guts to give Bear Paw a try.

Rave-on is a hardcore local rider who loves getting big air. People from the chair love watching Rave-on rip it up, no one goes harder or higher than her, and she knows how to throw down the craziest tricks. Steeps, cliffs, kickers, fun boxes, whatever gets the adrenaline pumping through her wings, she’ll do it. She loves riding with kids because they have so much energy and don’t get scared easily. Watch out when you hear her signature bird call, “kaaaaakaaaaaaaaa!” It means Rave-on is dropping in and taking off.

Fly likes to do exactly that – fly. More often than not, you’ll find Fly in the park hitting all the features. But Fly doesn’t hit the park without looking before leaping, a clean air and landing is all about playing it safe. Off the mountain, Fly likes to hang out with his family in their massive burrowed home under the Village Square. Fly loves snowboarding with kids because they push him to try new trails so that he gets better and helps build his confidence. Sometimes he needs if he wants to reach his goal of riding every trail on Whistler Blackcomb.

Fly the Market

Flaik is a real-time tracking system that not only provides extra safety, but allows you to log your day to see what runs you were on, how much vertical you skied, and where you want to ski in the future at Whistler Blackcomb.